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Prelude to Visualized Rhythm: the Work of Piet Mondrian
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The principle aim of this paper is to articulate a means for understanding and seeing rhythm within the
ëthicknessí of the surface of Mondrianís early mature Neo-plastic canvases of around the 1920s, works
which imply a ëlatentí sense of rhythm which is far more perplexing (but theoretically more precise) than
the more obvious expression of visual rhythm of the Boogie Woogie paintings of the New York period
(1940-44). My goal is to provide the fundamentals for reading rhythm in Mondrianís early mature
Neo-plastic paintings, which, in terms of rhythm, are typically overlooked by art critics for being too
ëcoldí, geometric, and static[1] .

1. Mondrian - the painter of ëthicknessí?

Mondrian was quintessentially a painter of the plane, the surface. As long as we formulate our argument
on the basis of reproductions only, this aspect of Mondrianís obsession is plausable. However, once
exposed to the actual canvases, to the sheer diversity of painterly nuances which constitute a single
painted surface - in particular, the difference between concave black strips and thick empasto colour
(and ënon-colourí) planes - we find ourselves undergoing a completely different experience of a
Mondrian canvas. Preconceptions of flatness across the surface are disturbed when we are confronted
by the physicality of the work itself.

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari remark on the corporeally rich variations of Mondrianís actual canvases
(perhaps against their expectation), commenting,'It could be said that Mondrian was a painter of
thickness' [2]. But it was on the surface of the canvas that all Mondrianís intellectual and creative
energies converged. Here he directed his brushwork, configured primary-coloured and ënon-colourí
planes [3] , and honed his sensibility toward balance and rhythm in his painting.

The word 'thickness' is at the crux of the difficulty in interpreting Mondrianís Neo-plastic canvasses, yet it
distills the essence of Mondrianís treatment of the surface of painting. 'Thickness' is manifested in two
ways in Mondrianís painting. Firstly, there is the accumulation of layers of oil pigment applied stroke by
stroke in a fastidious process of trial and error as Mondrian sought to attain balanced equilibrium among
conflicting formal elements on his canvas. This physical thickness of built up layers of paint helps
articulate the formal relationships between pictorial elements: these consist of primary coloured square
or rectangular shaped sections which we refer to as ëplanes,í other ënon-colourí (that is, white, black
and grey) planes, and narrow black strips which run across and between them. In many cases this black
strip is physically shallower than the coloured or non-coloured planes. Varnish has been applied only to
these black strips [4] , giving coloured and non-coloured parts a ëmatteí effect. This difference of
thickness between the planes and black strips generates a tension between them, and clarifies their
different functions in the painting.

The second aspect of ëthicknessí in Mondrianís painting can be termed the ëabstractí meaning of
thickness. It is this aspect of Mondrianís painting -ëthicknessí in relation to the important notion of
ësurfacenessí - that problematises a reading of Mondrianís work, and consequently underscores the
arguments set out in this paper.

Mondrian mentions ëthicknessí in 1930 in a passage in which his intention is to address the problem of
the division of space across the surface of the canvas:

It is a great mistake to think that Neo-Plastic constructs rectangular planes set side by side - like paving
stones. The rectangular plane should be seen rather as the result of a plurality of straight lines in
rectangular opposition. In painting the straight line is certainly the most precise and appropriate means
to express free rhythm. As expression in space, that is, in architecture and sculpture, the Neo-Plastic
means can only be the rectangular plane with 'walls' of appropriate thickness [5] .

Whether the expression 'thickness' here suggests width across or the physical build-up of oil pigment, in
the context of this passage, these 'walls' refer to straight lines, and evoke the function of a virtual ëwallí



in Neo-plastic painting. In Mondrianís thinking these ëwallsí are constituted by black strips with what he
had ambiguously called 'appropriate thickness.' We can assume this to mean ëthickí enough to function
as pictorial divisions, since it is only on the basis of the existence of a structuring ëforceí that square
ëspacesí can appear. To illustrate how Mondrian envisaged the relationship between lines and planes,
and the resulting configuration of space on the canvas surface, we can refer to an incident in which
Mondrian was asked whether he always painted squares, to which he replied, 'Squares? I see no
squares in my pictures'[6] .

In early mature Neo-plastic canvases (1921-1932), the square or rectangular shape itself does not have a
positive value. More important is the element which holds and thereby identifies the presence, and shape
of the square or rectangle. Mondrianís ëwallsí as they are denoted in the passage above,
over-emphasize straight lines. In a conventional treatment of the hierarchy of line-and-plane (for
example, in viewing 19th century Realist paintings), the plane (especially coloured) would be given
primacy because of the way it is identified with ëformí, in contrast to linear elements, which would be
interpreted as operating at a subsidiary level. Mondrian, in contrast to convention, sought to give positive
value or ëforceí to his straight lines, considering them to be the key element in the manifestation of visual
rhythm. This is what Mondrian meant when he insisted that he could see no squares in his painting [7] .

In a functional sense, the role of black strips on Neo-plastic canvases of around 1930 is exclusively that
of compositional force, and they exist for the generation of ëfreeí rhythm. Rather than see rectangles and
squares in his canvases, Mondrian persisted with the use of straight lines, that is, the 'plurality of straight
lines in rectangular opposition' as a means to generate a sense of rhythm free from closed form. In this
way Mondrian aimed to get beyond a ëdepictioní of rhythm that made use of repeated forms such as
numbers of squares or rectangles across the picture plane.

2. Mondrianís rudimentary theory of rhythm : 1917

Mondrianís concern with rhythm can be traced to his first published essay,'The New Plastic in Painting'
[8], which marks the very beginning of his engagement with Neo-plasticism. The passage quoted below
appeared in this 1917 essay. It marks the start of a protracted effort to intellectualize the principles of
rhythm, a struggle that characterised Mondrianís experience of his entire Neo-plastic period, which
began in 1917 and ended the year he died, in 1944:

Rhythm becomes determinate: naturalistic rhythm is abolished. Rhythm interiorized (through
continuous abolition by opposition of position and size) has nothing of the repetition that
characterized the particular; it is no longer a sequence but is plastic unity.

Individuality typically manifests the law of repetition, which is natureís rhythm, as law
characterized by symmetry. Symmetry or regularity emphasizes the separateness of things
and therefore has no place in the plastic expression of the universal as universal [9] .

Present in this passage are several pivotal idioms: rhythm, he says, is 'interiorized' by 'opposition,' has
'nothing of repetition ', and is 'no longer a sequence' but 'plastic unity.' Among these concepts of
anti-repetition and anti-sequence (or non-continuity) are found the rubrics of Mondrianís rhythm.

Mondrian continued, stating 'Thus it renders more strongly the cosmic rhythm that flows through all
things' [10]. Mondrian thought of rhythm as flowing 'through all things.' It was 'the life-fluid' flowing
through the ëoldí and ënewí art, through particular forms of art (painting, sculpture, architecture, music,
poetry, dance, literature, and so on). He perceived it in the old towns, in modern cities, and as manifest
in all human activities; that is, ërhythmí for Mondrian prevailed over time and space and throughout the
entire cosmic system.

Mondrianís ërhythm as praxis,í as it might be called, in his Neo-plastic theory and painting bears distinct
characteristics which go far beyond any nebulous, generic sense of the meaning of rhythm that might be
suggested by the terms 'life-fluid,' 'the cosmic rhythm,' and so on. I would argue that at this early stage
of Mondrianís writing, in the absence of a tangible, pictorial manifestation such as that found in his later
paintings, rhythm is a kind of ëhidden message.í This treatment of rhythm in his writing contrasts with a
more ëliteralí formulation of rhythm which we see in the later work, where rhythm is overtly expressed
and thereby can be discerned in a perceptual act that would not seem to require deep ëdecodingí on the
part of the viewer.



While the pictorial style of Neo-plasticism gradually changes in his work - this is evident when we view
the work chronologically from early 1917 to 1944 - Mondrianís principle concept about rhythm remains
unchanged throughout roughly two hundred Neo-plastic canvases. Mondrianís doctrine of rhythm is
typically present in the early mature Neo-plastic canvases of around the 1920s, but, mainly owing to the
latent characteristic of rhythm, is inadvertantly overlooked. Oneís first impression of these works is of
stasis, yet I feel that there is an implication of dynamism. But how exactly can the sense of dynamism of
rhythm be ëreadí on the surface of a Neo-plastic canvas, and how might this be articulated? All the
pictorial sense data are, of course, given to the viewer on the ësurfaceí of the canvas. It seems
contradictory to look for any ëhidden messageí under the surface of these paintings, especially given
that Mondrian was so preoccupied with erasing any vestige of a background-foreground dichotomy in his
(arguably futile) attempt to attain ëcompleteí flatness.

3. Difficulties in Reading ëStasisí as ëDynamic.í

Seeing Mondrianís Neo-plastic squares and rectangles as ënon-shapesí is actually quite difficult to do.
We are accustomed to reading intersecting lines as forming shapes, not ëcontaining potential spaces.í It
must be emphasised that the significance of the existence of the rectangular or square ëshapeí is
attained only by way of the straight lines and black strips. This raises the question - where precisely is
the rhythm? Given the ëhaptic tensioní between line and plane, thick and thin, matte and gloss, we
might ask, is it in the lines, or in their opposite, the planes? This question takes us to the essence of
Neo-plasticismís project, where no single entity (line or shape) can be identified as being the source of
(in Mondrianís case) rhythm. Are we therefore forced to apprehend the canvas in the entirety of all its
elements simultaneously: that is, as something which must be perceived ëall at onceí as a total surface?

There was a famous episode worth mentioning here. In 1930, Alexander Calder once visited Mondrianís
studio and was deeply impressed. Calder suggested 'perhaps it would be fun to make these rectangles
oscillate' to which Mondrian replied ('with a very serious countenance'): 'No, it is not necessary, my
painting is already very fast' [11].

There are several possible interpretations of Mondrianís quirky comment which account for what he
might have implied in this claim that his painting was ëvery fast.í A claim that so boldly equates a painted
surface - a flat, constrained, and static thing - with its spatio-temporal antithesis: ëspeed.í Actual
movement on canvas, especially physical, was completely counter to Mondrianís intention, which was to
depict dynamism in the guise of stasis, because for Mondrian, stasis is essential to the generation of
rhythmic energy.

It is appropriate to see the straight black lines which crisscross at right angles as having enormous
ëspeed,í which carries them beyond the frame of the canvas. They imply a division of space that
continues outside the painting itself (one of the fundamentals of Neo-plasticism). They dissect primary-
coloured and non-coloured planes to form other subdivided planes. But the surface of Mondrianís
canvases are made up of areas of sometimes such thick paint that some parts appear as tiles. Mondrian
presents the viewer with great difficulty in this regard, because while we are implored to read these ëtilesí
as ënon-shapesí, or as spaces, they are so physically evident that it is almost impossible not to see them
as positive entities.

In effect, these embossed squares and rectangles are modules which form multitudes of simultaneous
configurations that are produced by lines, the straight black strips which, interestingly, are concave when
viewed closely. When a canvas is seen like this, with all its conflicting surface effects, we can speak of a
flashing moment being experienced in which the viewer perceives ëspeedí in the geometric and
seemingly static design on the ëthickí surface of the Neo-plastic canvas.

In 1930, Mondrian wrote:

The difference between morphoplastic and Neo-Plastic is that the latter represents rhythm itself,
therefore in an exact way and not, as in morphoplastic, clothed in limited form. The consequence is that
the eye is not charmed at first, at least the eye of those who seek the complicated beauty of form. They
see only straight lines and rectangular planes [12] .

For the viewer who, as Mondrian put it, is 'blinded or bound by tradition' and cannot see rhythm in
Neo-plastic painting, who can only see 'straight lines and rectangular planes,' education into the ënewí



aesthetic is necessary. Mondrian himself was aware that this amounts to a very 'complex aesthetics'
which goes beyond 'morphoplastic' and into 'interiorized beauty' [13]. Have we, as it were, become
ërhythm-blindí in front of a Mondrian canvas which has 'an aesthetic too complex to elaborate?' And if so,
how can we become 'rhythm-sighted' enough to discern a sense of rhythm on a seemingly static
Neo-plastic canvas? [14]

Regarding rhythm, the canvases after 1932 should be analyzed in terms of the furious conflict between
Mondrianís early theory of latent rhythm, and his later theory of ostensive rhythm. This conflict is
embodied in Mondrianís last Neo-plastic paintings: the two Boogie Woogie paintings of 1941-44. These
two, possibly his most well-known works, are typically seen as representing an overt depiction of rhythm.
However, a more careful appreciation will reveal that these paintings incorporate a very complex struggle
between two opposing properties of visual rhythm: latent, in which the aspect of dynamic stasis is
dominant; and ostensive, where the interplay between elements creates an optical, flickering effect which
dominates the overall impression of the work.

Mondrianís Neo-plastic canvases have their own specific ëgeology,í so to speak, each comprised of
different kinds of surfaces: concave, impasto, shiny, and matte. As noted above, Mondrianís Neo-plastic
paintings offer a surprisingly complex surface: smooth, thick, white matte sections that have been
described as being 'like velvet.' Thick, quite painterly primary-coloured sections, where Mondrianís heavy
brush work has left its mark, and shiny concave black strips more like channels gouged into the surface.
Yet this combination of conflicting surface effects, according to Mondrianís criteria, attains ëplanenessí
with an absence of any background-foreground dichotomy across its surface.

Surface with thickness would seem a contradiction in terms. How can the meaning of thick ësurface,í
both in its physical and abstract senses be articulated? Consider the premise that ësurfaceí is the field
on which rhythm is activated as a force and energy.

4. Understanding 'surface.'

In Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein made his famous remark:'Back to the rough ground!' [15]
This comment was made because of the problematic situation that prevailed on account of the
metaphysical tendencies of Western philosophy. Wittgenstein was attempting to bring philosophical
discourse back onto the ësurfaceí of the 'rough ground.' Metaphorically speaking, the friction necessary
for ëwalkingí presupposes a certain degree of roughness, or rough ground. Wittgenstein was urging a
return to the phenomena, or, in other words, the 'rough ground' [16] of everyday language.
Wittgensteinís concept of ërough groundí is a proclamation to retrieve meaning in everyday language
from the grip of European metaphysics:'What we do is to bring words back from their metaphysical to
their everyday use' [17]. In art historical discourse, it has been suggested that the theory of art in painting
has to stand on the analysis of the canvas itself. To escape from 'discourse for discourseís sake,' which
the structuralists typically tried to do, and to locate art historical discourse on concrete ground, we have
to rely on the evidence which unfolds on the surface of the canvas.

If one wants to consider what 'rough ground' implies for an investigation of Mondrianís painting it is
useful to follow Wittgensteinís argument. In this context, it is possible, through Wittgenstein, to release a
further, more discrete understanding of ësurface,í and delve into the polemics of Wittgensteinís
'seeing-as' and 'aspect-dawning' arguments. While Wittgensteinís arguments require some considerable
explanation, it is my view that the points they raise will provide the alternative of seeing Mondrianís
Neo-plastic canvases from a 'rhythm-sighted' point of view.

In painting, the 'rough ground' is the 'surface' of the canvas, as opposed to the metaphysical ëcontentí of
the expression. All sense data, prior to being ësensedí or activated in the form of a sense perception,
occurs as phenomena on the ësurfaceí. However, the actual perception of sense data (i.e., that data
which is perceived in an act of arbitrary cognition on the part of the viewer) contradicts the dictum of pure
visual data - that is, the notion of raw empirical data as ëthingsí in themselves: the phenomenon of the
surface implies not only visual data, but, inevitably, the concept of surface as well. Pointing to a patch of
red on the canvas, and saying, 'this is red' inevitably implies the concept of red. This is because the
meaning of the word not only signifies 'red,' but also links it to the subjective experience of ëred.í

In Wittgensteinís argument, the problem of the meaning of ëredí resides in the appearance of the word
ëredí in both the following sentences: 'Here is a red patch' and 'Here there isnít a red patch' [18] . Each
usage of the same word is very different: the former is referential, the latter is conceptual. The problem is



that even when you point to a red patch and say,'there is red,' the word 'red' used in that sentence can
also contain the conceptual 'red,' as in, 'here there is no red.'

Whether or not the mere act of pointing to a red part on a painting and saying nothing can include both
the referential and conceptual meaning of red is an interesting question. But the point is that whenever
we recognize an object as something, for example, the colour blue, or a chair, or whatever, this stage of
cognition already includes its own ulterior, negative conception. The negative is always included, so
Wittgenstein argued, in oneís ëpositiveí or normal, intentional concept of the object.

If ësurfacenessí can contain non-surface (or ëunder the surfaceí layers of meaning), cognition, and
reference data (such as concept and category of the negative), then the word, ësurfaceness,í must also
contain a contradiction of its own lexicographical definition. The dictionary definition of surface is given
as: 'The outermost limiting part of a material body, immediately adjacent to empty space or to another
body,' or 'The upper layer or top of the groundÖ,''the top of a body of liquid' (The New Shorter Oxford
English Dictionary).

The philosopher J. L. Austin contends that there is no ëpureí sense data, and goes to the extent of
denying the ontological existence of surfaceness. Austin wrote in his book Sense and Sensibilia: 'Not
only is it wantonly wrong to say that what we see of a thing is always its surface; it is also wrong to imply
that everything has a surface' [19]. This brings us back to our fundamental question, exactly where does
the sense of rhythm occur in painting? Surely, we would say, on the surface of the canvas. But the
surface itself, according to Wittgenstein, is constituted by half visual and half conceptual experiences
[20] . What does rhythm in painting actually mean? It is pertinent to our discussion to ask this instead:
when can we say with certainty 'here is rhythm,' and when can we say 'here there is no rhythm?'

What can one do, what action is neccessary, what shift in perception is required in order to escape
'aspect-blindness,' undergo the experience of 'aspect-dawning' to become, ultimately, 'aspect-sighted.'
Wittgenstein suggests that the answer might be found 'through "experience:" '

Correcter prognoses will generally issue from the judgements of those with better knowledge
of mankind.

Can one learn this knowledge?

Yes, some can. Not, however, by taking a course in it, but through ëexperienceí.

Can someone else be a manís teacher in this?

Certainly. From time to time he gives him the right tip. - This is what ëlearningí and ëteachingí
are like here. - What one acquires here is not a technique; one learns correct judgements.
There are also rules, but they do not form a system, and only experienced people can apply
them right [21] .

Then what is to become of experience? Wittgenstein tries to describe what becomes of experience by
differentiating the ëreportí from the ëexclamation.í A statement is a report of experienced perception,
while an exclamation is not the report of a perception, but an expression of the dawn of that perception.
Both statement and exclamation are descriptions of a perception, and relate to the experience.
Wittgenstein, though, is quite radical (but without excluding the possibility of skepticism) when he
contends that the exclamation, a cry of pain, and the experience of a new aspect are executed without a
grain of 'thought.' He wrote:

I looked at an animal and am asked:

'What do you see?'

I answer: 'A rabbit'. -I see a landscape; suddenly a rabbit runs past. I exclaim 'A rabbit!'

Both things, both the report and the exclamation, are experiences of perception and of visual
experience. But the exclamation is so in a different sense from the report: it is forced from us.
- It is related to the experience as a cry is to pain.



But since it is the description of a perception, it can also be called the expression of thought. -
If you are looking at the object, you need not think of it; but if you are having the visual
experience expressed by the exclamation, you are also thinking of what you see.

Hence the flashing of an aspect on us seems half visual experience, half thought [22] .

Perception and thought cannot exclude each other so easily. Exclamation is not just experience but
thought as well; it is the dawn of experience.

As Aristoxenus [23] suggested, the sense of rhythm occurs in oneís mind only when certain conditions
are met. Aristoxenus stated in his discussion of rhythm, 'There must be some regularity in which we can
trust, some logic of movement that we can understand, before we feel invited to respond to a series of
sounds by making some movement ourselves with feet, hands, or head' [24]. In Aristoxenusís theory,
'trust' and 'understanding' have to happen before somatic response to rhythm can occur. Here again,
rhythm is half experience and half concept. We are confronted, however, with the question as to how
visual rhythm occurs in the viewerís mind when appreciating a Neo-plastic painting. As we saw in the
passage Mondrian wrote in 1930, only 'those who are not blinded or bound by tradition' can experience
his notion of free rhythm. How can those who are entrapped by the conventional view be ëeducated?í
According to Mondrian, it is possible to achieve this by taking on 'the "new" aesthetic' (although he
concedes that this is something which is 'too complicated' to explain succinctly). This also suggests that
the perception of rhythm involves not only experience, but also knowing, understanding, or
conceptualizing. As we shall see below, Mondrian does indicate how rhythm can be read in painting.

5. Reading of Rhythm on Neo-Plastic Canvases.

Interestingly, in Realization in Music and in Future Theater(1922), Mondrian described the process -
going beyond an ordinary sense of duration and repetition - of reading his canvas in terms of the
relationship between planes:

Although of brief duration, the composition will allow the formation of an 'image.' It is just as when in
painting, we look at a Neo-Plastic work and perceive successive relationships; after the first general
impression our glance goes from one plane to its oppositions, and from these back to the plane. In this
way, avoiding traditional repetition, we continually perceive new relationships which produce the total
impression [25].

In this passage Mondrian proposes a correlation between time and image. Viewing a painting for a
certain amount of time of even 'brief duration' allows the viewer to constitute the 'image' in their mind.
Mondrian also suggests viewers can avoid 'repetition' in their own perception of the dynamics of a
Neo-plastic painting. His methodology for achieving this way of seeing is through his own experience. He
mentions an incessant switching from locality, the particular (from 'one plane') to totality (to the
'relationships which produce the total impression'), and vice versa: one plane to its oppositions and, from
these, back to the plane. Mondrian uses ëthe planeí in a way that is similar to S. K. Langerís
'composition.' For Langer, the 'composition' is the matrix from which the linear concatenation of music
radiates [26] . The Neo-plastic canvas functions, in the viewerís mind, as a kind of timeless matrix which
generates an instantaneous moment of multiple relationships between elements, comprising a kind of
ëNeo-plastic vocabulary,í out of which numerous configural possibilities can be drawn.

Here Wittgensteinís idea of 'aspect-dawning' can be applied in examining how the act of continuously
switching from one plane to its oppositions and back to the plane occurs. Following Wittgensteinís
thinking, this implies the experience of a ënewí meaning or ënew viewing,í which comes out of the
ëflickering momentí of aspect change as the paintingís configurations unfold for the viewer.

At this point, I will refer to Wittgensteinís ideas concerning 'seeing-as' which he wrote of in Philosophical
Investigations, and ask whether our sensitivity to a more subtle sense of rhythm, or a more complex
aesthetics, is ëblindedí (in the manner of ëcolour-blindnessí) by certain simplistic examples of what
visual rhythm might be.

Wittgensteinís 'seeing-as' is a concept which relates to the conditions under which meaning is
generated. It connotes a situation in which a specific meaning is based on the contextual condition of
one specific aspect at one specific moment. Within a different context or aspect, meaning may be
completely changed. Wittgensteinís notion of 'seeing-as' also suggests that sense data cannot be pure



sense data, for it is inevitably accompanied by interpretation, or thinking [27] . The concept of 'seeing-as'
is important since it posits that, as Wittgenstein says, 'the concept of a perspicuous representation is of
fundamental significance for us and it earmarks the form of account we give, the way we look at things'
[28] .

But can we not, then, escape the concept of representation? In the early part of section xi in
Philosophical Investigations II, Wittgenstein suggests two ways of ëseeingí:

Two uses of the word 'see.' The one: 'What do you see there?' - 'I see this' (and then a description, a
drawing, a copy). The other: 'I see a likeness between these two faces' - let the man I tell this to be
seeing the faces as clearly as I do myself. The importance of this is the difference of category between
the two ëobjectsí of sight [29].

'I see this' is the representational way of seeing. 'I see a likeness between these two faces' is the
associative way of seeing. In the latter case, the aspect-change suddenly appears to the viewer and they
see likeness. Wittgensteineans call this sudden notice of aspect-change,'aspect-dawning.'

Wittgenstein suggests that when established after the durational or repetitive experience, the
ërepresentationalí way of seeing then conforms to long-lived knowledge or memory [30] , which deals
with symbols and vocabulary associated with them in the semantic field. The ëassociationalí way of
seeing, on the other hand, involves short-lived experience or impression, which relates to the activation of
perception and the process of creative experience. When the duration involved in seeing a resemblance
is sufficient for the initial thrill of recognition to fade, or for a new experience to be established, this then
becomes the ëalternative,í that is, the representational way of seeing.

ëAssociativeí seeing is short-lived, but is the process of incessant discovery - something which actually
happens in a viewerís mind in the process of appreciating, say, a Neo-plastic canvas. This process of
experience can be used as a model for the appreciation of visual rhythm. It is particularly the case with
Mondrianís static Neo-plastic painting, since his theory of rhythm cannot be vindicated without first
annihilating all representational meaning. In other words, any remaining vestige of figuration in painting
must be destroyed so as to constitute the basis for a non-referential web of relationships that in turn form
Neo-plasticismís dynamism.

Mondrianís strategy of seeing rhythm on his canvas requires an associative way of looking, and relates to
'aspect-dawning.' To see rhythm on a static geometric painting and become 'rhythm-sighted' is like
experiencing 'aspect-dawning' on Jastrowís 'duck and rabbit' diagram (fig. 1) in which we can experience
the change of aspect in the image from picture-duck to picture-rabbit, (and even duck-rabbit
simultaneously) [31] .

fig. 1

On a Neo-plastic canvas one can see dynamism opposed to stasis, or see dynamism and stasis at the
same time. As the experience of 'aspect-dawning' is short-lived but each time new, the viewer can
undergo a series of discoveries, in a perpetual process. As Jean Paul Sartre pointed out: 'We must
rediscover the paths outlined for us by the painter and try to follow them.Ö We must revive echoes and
rhythms Ö We keep on looking, for if we ever stopped, everything would disintegrate' [32] . The
perceptual effort to ëkeep lookingí also echoes T. S. Eliotís illustration of the incorporation of our
sensibility into music:

For most of us, there is only the unattended

Moment, the moment in and out of time.

The distraction fit, lost in a shaft of sunlight,

The wild thyme unseen, or the winter lightning

Or the waterfall, or music heard so deeply



That it is not heard at all, but you are the music

While the music lasts (206-12)[33] .

One requires clues about how to proceed with oneís perceptions to a point in which the ëhiddení levels
of a work might be identified. This might be compared to the search for that ëflashing momentí in the
case of the switch that is made from ëpicture-rabbití to ëpicture-duckí or ëpicture duck-rabbit.í In
Mondrianís Neo-plastic canvas, we experience the 'aspect-dawning' and 'aspect-change' between
stillness and speed, stasis and dynamic movement, primary coloured planes and ënon-colourí planes,
between straight lines and planes, and within the axis of verticality and horizontality.

We have discussed Mondrianís rhythm from the basis of a variety of approaches: Aristoxenus,
Wittgenstein, and Langer, but are now just standing at the gate, on the other side of which a ëdeeperí
level of appreciation of visualized rhythm in Mondrianís Neo-plastic painting is yet to be considered.
Further investigation will require another opportunity, for which there is not the scope in this paper. As a
concluding remark, letís turn again to Mondrianís own reply to Calder: 'my painting is already very fast.' I
hope that this paper will vindicate Mondrian, for it is my view that his comment is intelligible. To
Mondrian, oscillation was incomprehensible as an effect to be associated with the viewing of his
paintings. To him, to ëoscillateí meant treating a painting as a kinetic sculpture and he was, first and
foremost, a painter. His overriding desire was to create a state of mind - one which would evoke a sense
of stasis and dynamic energy in his painting.
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